Introduction
• Plasma flow at rational surfaces can shield out resonant magnetic perturbations that produce magnetic islands.
• The effect is believed to play an important role in reducing vulnerability of present day tokamaks to field errors.
o An important issue for setting field error tolerance for ITER.
o Effect studied systematically in tokamak experiments.
• Quasi-axisymmetry is predicted to allow strong toroidal flow in NCSX.
o Ripple produces nonambipolar transport that modifies physics of flow shielding.
NCSX Design Incorporates Several Layers of Defense Against Magnetic Islands
• Fixed boundary configuration chosen in part because of good flux surfaces.
• For coil design, optimization code built around PIES code suppressed resonant field components while preserving desired engineering and physics properties.
• Two sets of trim coils for further control over resonant magnetic fields.
• Monotonically increasing ι for neoclassical suppression of magnetic islands.
(Neoclassical effect not included in PIES calculations.)
• Flow effect could further improve flexibility to generate range of configurations with good flux surfaces.
• NCSX experiments will provide new perspective on physics of effect. In presence of flow, localized δj induced at rational surface, partially shields out resonant perturbation. (Time-varying resonant field in reference frame of plasma.) δj x δB force opposes motion of rational surface.
• When resonant perturbation sufficiently large, δj x δB torque becomes large enough to locally suppress plasma flow, allowing resonant perturbation to fully penetrate rational surface.
• Threshold for penetration of resonant field perturbations determined by relative magnitudes of electromagnetic torque and of torques associated with the plasma flow.
Quasi-Axisymmetric Stellarator:
Strong Poloidal Flow Damping, Weak Toroidal Damping 
between v z =0 and ambipolar value of E r : Electromagnetic Torque
• Induced current at rational surface partially shields out resonant field, interacts with resonant magnetic field to produce electromagnetic torque.
• Response of rotating plasma at rational surface to externally imposed resonant perturbation has been calculated theoretically for variety of regimes and under variety of assumptions. 
Compare with a Simple Tokamak Model
• Rotating plasma driven by neutral beams with uniform deposition profile.
• Take viscosity, µρ, to be constant. • Resonant mode amplitude penetration threshold scales as F visc 1/2 .
• Compare with a DIII-D reference shot. Further coil optimization using PIES code to reduce magnitude of resonant field components was prudent step in coil design process.
• Flow shielding will further improve flexibility to generate range of configurations with good flux surfaces and further reduce vulnerability to field errors.
• Ripple magnitude increases rapidly towards plasma edge ⇒ flow velocity profile broad relative to that in a tokamak ⇒ stronger shielding for low order rational surfaces near plasma edge. Potential implications for startup scenarios.
• Radial current driven by nonambipolar transport exerts j x B force that resists departures from ambipolar velocity, enhances shielding effect.
• Flexibility of 3D device will potentially allow a range of experiments to clarify physics of shielding and contribute towards the goal of being able to reliably predict field error penetration thresholds in tokamaks and stellarators.
o Control over magnitude of non-quasisymmetric ripple will provide knob for controlling magnitude of nonambipolar current, toroidal flow damping.
o Externally generated rotational transform will allow control over q profile independent of ∆'.
o Control over neutral beam power & ohmic current drive will allow modification of rotation with fixed current profile.
o Two sets of trim coils will provide control over resonant components of field.
